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The social welfare implications of income tax policy are shown to critically depend on whether or not labor markets are rationed – i.e., on the existence of involuntary unemployment. With rationed labor markets, raising taxes on the employed and transfers to the unemployed might improve both equity and efficiency. It improves equity by redistributing income from the employed to the unemployed; it improves efficiency as it encourages people with a small utility surplus of employment to exit the labor market, leaving their jobs for people with a higher utility surplus. I derive conditions under which this result continues to hold when only part of the labor market is rationed, when there is both frictional and rationing unemployment, and when rationing endogenously follows from trade unions’ monopoly power. JEL codes: H21; J21; E24 Keywords: Involuntary unemployment, inefficient rationing, optimal taxation
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Introduction



It is well-understood that labor market policies and institutions that fix wage rates above their market-clearing level lead to an inefficient allocation of production factors. More people would like to work at prevailing wages than there are jobs, causing involuntary unemployment. Such labor rationing could stem from a variety of sources, including binding minimum wages (e.g., Lee and Saez, 2012), downward rigid wages (e.g., Michaillat, 2012), or union-set wages (e.g., Nickell and Layard, 1999), and might coexist with unemployment that originates from labor-market frictions. What is less well understood is that such labor rationing entails two different types of inefficiency. First, there are potential labor-market transactions between firms and the unemployed that carry a positive surplus for both, but are nevertheless not executed due to inflexible wages. Second, in the absence of a secondary market for jobs, there is no market mechanism that ensures that the limited amount of jobs is allocated to the individuals with the highest utility surplus of work. That is, there is no reason for the market to discriminate between two individuals with identical productivity but different levels of participation costs or, similarly, different levels of reservation wages. In stark contrast to the first, this second source of rationing inefficiency has received little attention in the economics literature. If a limited amount of jobs is inefficiently allocated among the individuals who would like to work, public policy that affects the degree of rationing – obviously minimumwage legislation, but also participation policy and taxation – requires reappraisal. This paper is an attempt towards such reappraisal and provides a theoretical analysis of the consequences of inefficient labor rationing for tax policy. I show that, in the presence of inefficient rationing, government might find it optimal to increase the relative rewards of being voluntarily unemployed by increasing unemployment benefits, financed by higher taxes on labor income. In response, workers that derive least utility from their job decide to stop working and reap the increased benefits of being unemployed. In a clearing labor market, such decision entails an efficiency loss as aggregate employment and thereby the tax base decline. In rationed labor markets, however, there is no such efficiency cost because aggregate employment need not fall. The reason for this is that there were more potential workers than jobs in the first place. Instead, creating tax incentives for people to stop working yields an efficiency gain: by giving up their job, individuals who derive relatively little utility from their work create jobs for unemployed people who derive more utility from work. Government can therefore correct for the absence of a free exchange of jobs between the employed and the unemployed by appropriately setting taxes and transfers. Moreover, since the proposed tax reform entails transfers from the employed to the unemployed, it improves equity as well as efficiency. The optimality of raising both taxes on labor and benefits for the unemployed is therefore robust under redistributive social preferences. This implies that
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the traditional trade-off between equity and efficiency might not exist within the context of a rationed labor market. As a corollary, it is suboptimal to increase the degree of rationing by implementing a binding minimum wage or by stimulating participation in rationed labor markets. I formally derive these results for a simple economy with a single type of rationed labor, an absence of frictional unemployment, and an exogenously set wage floor. This framework might be best-suited as a simple representation of a significant short-term economic downturn in which wages tend to be downward rigid, firms’ recruitment costs are relatively low, and rationing affects a large part of the labor market. However, it might provide a poor description of a labor market during more ‘normal’ times. I therefore determine to what extent the policy implications carry over to richer labor-market contexts that include a mix of low-skilled rationed and high-skilled clearing segments of the labor market, search-frictional unemployment, and an endogenous wage floor that is set by a monopolist trade union. First, results do not necessarily carry over to a richer framework with both high- and low-skilled labor as in Diamond (1980) and Saez (2002). I consider the intuitive case in which the low-skilled segment of the labor market is rationed, while the high-skilled segment clears. Increasing low-skilled taxes and unemployment benefits so as to reduce the inefficiency of rationing now also affects skill decisions. I show that the policy reform improves both equity and efficiency if it leads to more high-skilled labor supply. It improves equity by transferring resources from the employed to the unemployed, whereas it improves efficiency because it reduces the inefficiency of rationing and because the resulting increase in high-skilled labor supply expands the tax base. However, the policy reform’s effect on high-skilled labor supply is theoretically ambiguous. While the increased tax burden on low-skilled workers incentivizes individuals to supply high- rather than lowskilled labor, the increase in unemployment benefits might lead some high-skilled workers to exit the labor market. Moreover, a reduction in rationing makes low-skilled labor supply relatively more attractive. The net effect importantly depends on the relevance of rationing for individuals who are relatively indifferent between supplying high- and lowskilled labor – which in turn depends on how the limited amount of low-skilled jobs is allocated among the individuals who would like to work. Second, I consider a labor market with both rationing and frictional unemployment in the spirit of Michaillat (2012). As before, raising taxes on labor and benefits for the unemployed causes individuals who least value their jobs to exit the labor market. This generates employment opportunities for unemployed individuals who derive more utility from the job and thus reduces the inefficiency of rationing. However, a decline in labor participation might also reduce the probability that firms fill their costly vacancies and therefore cause a reduction in employment. Even though the reduction in employment is less than proportional to the reduction in labor participation, it does lead to offsetting 3



welfare effects due to tax-base erosion and reduced profits, and might even lead to more inefficient rationing. I show that the inefficiency of rationing calls for higher taxes on labor and higher unemployment benefits especially when frictional unemployment is less relevant – which tends to be in times of recession and in certain segments of the labor market with high unemployment despite low recruitment costs. Third and final, I consider a simple model of rationing in which a monopolistic trade union endogenously sets a wage floor. On the one hand, an increase in taxes and benefits might worsen rationing by raising trade unions’ wage demands. On the other hand, as long as government commits to raising taxes in response to involuntary unemployment, this effectively incentivizes unions to moderate their wage demands – leading to reduced rationing. In this sense, the conclusion that labor income taxes and unemployment benefits should respond positively to involuntary unemployment carries over to the case of an endogenously set wage floor. This paper is related to a small strand of the literature that considers optimal taxation in the presence of involuntary unemployment. These studies consider different sources of unemployment, ranging from minimum wages (e.g., Allen, 1987; Guesnerie and Roberts, 1987; Marceau and Boadway, 1994; Boadway and Cuff, 2001; Lee and Saez, 2012; Gerritsen and Jacobs, 2016), to union-set wages (e.g., Sørensen, 1999; Aronsson and Sj¨ogren, 2004; Hummel and Jacobs, 2016), to search frictions, possibly along with rigid wage floors (e.g., Landais, Michaillat, and Saez, 2017a; Kroft et al., 2015). Most of these studies consider identical agents so that the inefficiency of labor rationing plays no role of significance. Others impose very specific assumptions on how the limited amount of jobs is allocated among job seekers. For example, Marceau and Boadway (1994) and Lee and Saez (2012) both find a potential role for labor rationing even in the presence of optimal taxes. But the results of both studies are importantly driven by the assumption of “efficient rationing” under which involuntary unemployment is concentrated on those who are indifferent between employment and their outside option. I contribute to these studies by explicitly taking into account the possibly inefficient allocation of scarce jobs. A recent independent study by Liscow and Woolston (2016) argues, as I do, that taxing workers out of the labor market might improve the allocation of scarce jobs, but they concentrate on a graphical illustration of a simple labor market and assume that the available jobs are evenly spread across individuals. Contrary to this, I remain agnostic about the exact distribution of jobs and study how the policy implications depend on the existence of a clearing high-skilled labor market, search frictions, and unionized wage setting. There is a large theoretical literature on the allocative inefficiencies of rationed markets, but this literature has mostly concentrated on commodities rather than labor. It has long been recognized that, in the absence of a secondary market, there is little reason to assume that rationed goods are acquired by those individuals who desire them most 4



(Tobin, 1952; Bulow and Klemperer, 2012). And indeed, empirical evidence on the inefficient allocation of rationed commodities is abundant. As noted by Luttmer (2007), such inefficiencies have been reported for the U.S. residential market for gas (Davis and Kilian, 2011), the gasoline market (Deacon and Sonstelie, 1989; Frech and Lee, 1987) and the housing rental market (Glaeser and Luttmer, 2003). Lott (1990) was the first to argue that minimum-wage induced labor rationing might lead to an inefficient allocation of jobs, an argument that has more recently been repeated by Palda (2000), Luttmer (2007), and Gerritsen and Jacobs (2016). It is intuitively plausible that neither hiring nor lay-off decisions are fully aligned with workers’ utility surplus from employment, and this is corroborated by a variety of direct and indirect evidence. For example, Cr´epon et al. (2013) and Gautier et al. (2015) analyze large-scale experiments in which a randomized treatment group received job placement assistance. While they find that the treated are more likely to find a job, this comes at the cost of a reduced rate of job finding by the non-treated. Since the treatment groups are randomly selected and therefore do not systematically differ in their utility surplus of work, these displacement effects suggest that job finding at least partly depends on factors unrelated to individuals’ willingness to work. Similarly, recent evidence shows that higher generosity of unemployment benefits raises unemployment among those eligible to receive unemployment benefits while reducing unemployment among the ineligible (Lalive, Landais, and Zweim¨ uller, 2015; Marinescu, 2017). If the increase in unemployment among the eligible is attributable to voluntary decisions in response to the increase in unemployment benefits, this suggests that government can indeed affect the efficiency of the rationing schedule through its tax and transfer system – as I suggest in this paper. Unfortunately, there is little direct evidence on exactly how inefficient labor rationing 1 is. That is, even if we know that labor rationing generates an inefficient allocation of jobs, the exact welfare costs of inefficient rationing remain unclear. For example, Luttmer (2007) estimates the effect of a minimum wage on various proxies for the average reservation wage among low-skilled workers. Partly due to the difficulties associated with measuring reservation wages, he finds mixed results depending on how he classifies lowskilled workers. An alternative approach of measuring the welfare losses of inefficient labor rationing is by using self-reported data on subjective well-being. Recent evidence suggests that involuntary labor-market transitions have a far more negative effect on subjective well-being than voluntary transitions (Bonsang and Klein, 2012; Hetschko, Knabe, and Sch¨ob, 2013). However, these studies have so far focused on voluntary versus involuntary retirement decisions, and more research is needed to determine the efficiency 1



This is in stark contrast to the first source of inefficiency, represented by the aggregate employment effects of above-market-clearing wage rates. Even though there is little consensus on the disemployment effects of minimum wages, many empirical studies have attempted to estimate this effect – see Neumark and Wascher (2006) and Schmitt (2013) for surveys. For a recent meta-study on the available empirical evidence on labor demand elasticities, see Lichter, Peichl, and Siegloch (2015).
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costs of voluntary versus involuntary transitions into unemployment. Finally, and more broadly, this study relates to the discussion on whether individual elasticities of taxable income are sufficient statistics for the measurement of the marginal dead-weight loss of taxation (e.g., Feldstein, 1999; Saez, Slemrod, and Giertz, 2012; Chetty, 2009). Previous studies have shown that elasticities might overstate the marginal dead-weight loss of taxation because of positive externalities associated with tax avoidance and evasion. I show that individual reductions in labor supply might even lead to a decline in the total dead-weight loss when the labor market is rationed.
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Rationing and its policy implications



2.1



A simple model of labor rationing



In this section I present a highly stylized model of a rationed labor market to demonstrate the basic narrative of the paper. Individuals in this economy constitute a continuum with unit mass. They decide to notionally supply labor in a rationed labor market or be voluntarily unemployed. To keep things as simple as possible, I assume that rationing originates from a combination of a rigid wage floor and a technology featuring decreasing returns to labor. The wage rate is denoted by wL and output by F (m), where m denotes labor demand, F 0 (m) > 0, and F 00 (m) < 0. This yields a fixed mass of available jobs, denoted by m ¯ and implicitly determined by F 0 (m) ¯ = wL . I assume that there are more individuals than jobs: m ¯ < 1. Since there are more potential workers than jobs, not every individual obtains a job. Ultimately, there is a share nL = m ¯ of individuals employed, and a share nU = 1 − m ¯ of individuals unemployed (be it voluntarily or involuntarily so), such that nL + nU = 1. Individuals are heterogeneous with respect to their costs of work, cL , which has a cumulative distribution function G(cL ), with density g(cL ) ≡ G0 (cL ) and support [0, c¯L ]. It can be seen as a combination of monetary costs associated with work (e.g. travel costs, costs of education, child care) and loss of leisure. An individual, if employed, inelastically supplies one unit of labor. He then earns after-tax income wL − tL , with wL the wage floor and tL a tax on labor; and he suffers costs of work. If unemployed, he does not suffer any work-related costs and earns unemployment benefits −tU . Government is assumed to be unable to distinguish between the voluntarily unemployed and the involuntarily unemployed, such that there is no distinction in transfers for the two different types of unemployment.2 Finally, I assume that utility is linear in consumption and costs of work. Consequently, the utility functions of an individual with costs of work cL when employed 2



In reality, government might be able to imperfectly distinguish between the two types of unemployment. It is straightforward to expand the model with differentiated transfers to the involuntarily and the voluntarily unemployed. While this would add more notation, it would not affect any of the results.
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and when unemployed are given by: (1)



VLc ≡ wL − tL − cL ,



(2)



VU ≡ −tU ,



where the index c signifies the fact that an employed individual’s utility depends on his idiosyncratic costs of work. An individual notionally supplies labor if and only if VLc ≥ VU . Hence, there is a critical level of the costs of work that leaves an individual indifferent between employment and unemployment. This critical level, denoted c∗L , is determined by VLc = VU : c∗L = wL − tL + tU .



(3)



Every individual with costs of work above c∗L prefers to be unemployed; every individual with lower costs of work prefers to be employed. A labor market with a binding wage floor implies that the number of individuals that would like to work exceeds the number ¯ This requires the adoption of a rationing schedule that of jobs, such that G(c∗L ) > m. describes which of the individuals that would like to work obtain a job and which do not. For this, I assume that chances of unemployment might differ among individuals with different costs of work. I let uc ≡ u(cL ) denote the probability of unemployment for individuals with costs of work cL . Naturally, these unemployment probabilities add up to aggregate involuntary unemployment: Z (4)



c∗L



uc dG(cL ) = G(c∗L ) − m. ¯



0



Earlier studies impose restrictive assumptions on the shape of the rationing schedule uc . They typically assume that rationing is either efficient or uniform (e.g., Palda, 2000; Lee and Saez, 2012; Liscow and Woolston, 2016). Rationing is efficient if all unemployed individuals have larger costs of work than all employed individuals. An efficient rationing schedule thus has uc = 0 for all cL ∈ [0, x] and uc = 1 for all cL ∈ (x, c∗L ], with G(x) = m. ¯ Rationing is uniform if every worker faces the same probability of unemployment, such that uc = u¯ for all cL ∈ [0, c∗L ]. Intuitively, to the extent that individuals’ ability to secure a job is unrelated to their costs of work, and to the extent that firms’ new hires and layoffs exhibit preferences for personal traits that are unrelated to their costs of work, one could expect some degree of uniform rationing. On the other hand, if individuals with low costs of work are willing to exert more effort to obtain a job, employment might be more concentrated among individuals who derive most utility from work.3 Unfortunately, 3



Provided that individuals are indifferent on the margin between working more or less hours, labor rationing would also be efficient if it occurs on the intensive margin by limiting individuals’ working hours. While hours rationing might certainly be relevant in practice, the regular observation of high
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we lack empirical evidence to support or reject either efficient or uniform rationing as reasonably accurate descriptions of reality. It is notoriously hard to empirically determine people’s utility surplus of work, let alone how unemployment probabilities depend on this surplus (cf. Luttmer, 2007). Theory has proposed a number of allocation mechanisms for markets that are characterized by rationing. For example, rationed jobs might be allocated on the basis of queuing or waiting time (e.g., Barzel, 1974), through a lottery as in many search-theoretic models of the labor market (e.g., Pissarides, 2000), or through contests in which job contestants spend effort to increase their probability of obtaining a job (e.g., Konrad, 2009). Queuing at temp agencies might yield an efficient allocation of jobs if individuals with a higher utility surplus of work are willing to spend more time in a queue. A pure lottery, on the other hand, might lead to an inefficient allocation in which jobs are uniformly distributed among job searchers. The typical outcome of a contest represents an intermediate case in which individuals with a higher valuation of the job end up with a higher probability of obtaining a job. Thus, the various theoretical mechanisms through which rationed jobs might be allocated differ in the degree to which the ultimate allocation is either efficient or the result of chance. In this paper, I take a reduced-form approach and remain largely agnostic about the exact shape of the rationing schedule uc or the mechanism through which it is obtained. I therefore extend previous studies that rely on efficient or uniform rationing by allowing the rationing schedule to take on any possible form. The only assumption I impose is on changes to the rationing schedule in response to a marginal change in policy parameters. Specifically, I preclude the possibility that some people’s unemployment probabilities go up when others’ go down. Assumption 1 If duc > 0 for some cL ∈ [0, c∗L ], then duc ≥ 0 for all cL ∈ [0, c∗L ]. Intuitively, an increase (decrease) in the aggregate unemployment rate leads to weakly higher (lower) unemployment probabilities for every individual that would like to work. The task of the government is to collect taxes and pay out benefits, and finance some exogenous revenue requirement r. Besides taxes on the employed and the unemployed, I assume that firm profits – which are fixed due to the wage floor – are fully taxed away. The government’s net budget is thus given by: (5)



B ≡ nL tL + nU tU + F (nL ) − wL nL − r,



This budget must be non-negative in equilibrium, so that any positive outlays on transfers and exogenous expenditures are offset by tax revenue. I assume, for now, that social preferences are utilitarian. Given linear utility functions, this implies that the government unemployment spells across time and countries suggest that rationing does not exclusively take place on the intensive margin. I therefore focus on the extensive margin.
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does not care about the distribution of income. Social welfare is therefore obtained by integrating over individuals’ utility: Z (6)



W≡



c∗L







Z  (1 − uc )(wL − tL − cL ) + uc (−tU ) dG(cL ) +



c¯L



(−tU )dG(cL ).



c∗L



0



The first integral aggregates the utility of all individuals who notionally supply labor. The first term within the integral represents the utility of the employed, and the second term represents the utility of the involuntarily unemployed. The second integral aggregates the utility of the voluntarily unemployed. Notice that individual utility maximization (as implied by eq. (3)) ensures that social welfare is unaffected by any marginal change in c∗L .



2.2



Policy implications



Now consider a reform that raises one unit of income from the employed, dtL = 1/nL , and redistributes this by providing the unemployed with a higher transfer, dtU = −1/nU . Taking the derivative of eq. (3) and substituting for the reform gives dc∗L = −(1/nL + 1/nU ) < 0. Higher labor taxes and unemployment benefits cause workers to exit the labor market and become voluntarily unemployed. Thus, the critical level of the costs of work decreases in response to the reform. Furthermore, taking the derivative of eq. (4), and substituting for dc∗L yields: Z



c∗L



duc dG(cL ) = −(1 −



(7)



u∗c )g(c∗L )



0







1 1 + nL nU



 ≤ 0,



with u∗c ≡ u(c∗L ). As the government makes unemployment more attractive, workers with costs of work c∗L exit the labor market. As long as some of those workers were employed before the reform (u∗c < 1), this creates work opportunities for the involuntarily unemployed with lower costs of work. Eq. (7) indicates that, as a result of this, their unemployment probabilities decrease. Indeed, combined with Assumption 1, eq. (7) implies that the unemployment probability of every individual with c ∈ [0, c∗ ) weakly decreases in response to the reform. The social welfare effects of the reform readily follow. With λ denoting the marginal social value of public revenue, the net social-welfare effect of any reform is given by dW + λdB. Taking the derivative of the government budget in eq. (5), it follows that dB = 0. The mechanical revenue gains from higher labor taxes exactly cancel out against the mechanical revenue losses from higher unemployment benefits. Moreover, there is no behavioral effect on government revenue because, due to the wage floor, nL = m ¯ and nU = 1 − m. ¯ Thus, labor rationing causes the conventional distortive effect of raising the participation tax to disappear. While the reform has no efficiency effects on the 9



government budget, it does affect the efficiency of labor rationing as illustrated by the drop in unemployment probabilities. This can be seen by taking the derivative of the social welfare function in eq. (6), which yields: Z (8)



dW + λdB = −



c∗L



(c∗L − cL )duc dG(cL ) ≥ 0,



0



where I substituted for c∗L = wL − tL + tU from eq. (3) and recognized that W is on the margin unaffected by c∗L . Because utility is linear in consumption and social preferences are utilitarian, the net-income losses of the employed exactly cancel out against the net-income gains of the unemployed. As a result, the reform only affects social welfare through changes in the rationing schedule. Any reduction in the unemployment rate for individuals with costs of work cL causes some of those individuals to increase their income by c∗L = wL − tL + tU and incur costs of work cL . In eq. (8), the resulting utility gains are represented by the term within the integral. The inequality in eq. (8) directly follows from the inequality in eq. (7) and Assumption 1. The inequality holds strictly as long as involuntary unemployment rates among individuals with costs of work c∗L is lower than one: u∗c < 1. Intuitively, workers with costs of work c∗L decide to become voluntarily unemployed, leaving their jobs for individuals with costs of work cL ∈ [0, c∗L ). This leads to more efficient rationing as jobs are transferred from those with a low utility surplus of work to those with a high utility surplus of work. The welfare effects of this efficiency gain, as illustrated in eq. (8), consist of the difference c∗L − cL for every individual who manages to find a job. Eq. (8) implies that raising both taxes on the working and transfers to the unemployed is weakly welfare improving as long as there is rationing in the labor market. The policy implication is therefore to increase taxes and unemployment benefits up to the point at which all involuntary unemployment has been replaced by voluntary unemployment.4 In the special case of efficient rationing, such policy would leave social welfare unaffected: both pre-reform involuntary unemployment and post-reform voluntary unemployment are then concentrated on those individuals with the highest costs of work. But for any other rationing schedule, substituting voluntary unemployment for involuntary unemployment strictly improves welfare. It ensures that individuals with high costs of work give up their jobs to individuals with low costs of work. It makes intuitive sense that this policy is optimal if marginal utilities of consumption are constant and social preferences utilitarian. With such individual and social preferences, government is merely concerned with efficiency. Since the market mechanism is 4



Notice that there are no labor-market frictions in this framework, and therefore no frictional unemployment. One may rightfully argue that there is always some degree of involuntary unemployment due to frictions on the labor market, which would make it impossible to eliminate all involuntary unemployment. The next section considers the extent to which the analysis carries over to a labor market with frictions.
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not likely to generate an efficient allocation of jobs in the presence of rationing, it is optimal for government to correct this inefficiency with its tax instruments. As it turns out, the policy implication is independent of the assumption of utilitarian social preferences. Note that the policy reform involves a transfer of resources from the working population towards the unemployed, i.e., higher tL , lower tU . Besides the efficiency gain, this reform therefore leads to a distributional gain for any government that values redistribution from individuals with high utility (or high income) towards individuals with low utility (or low income). Thus, while the proposed reform does not lead to a Pareto improvement – as the employed are strictly worse off – it does break down the classical equity-efficiency trade-off associated with taxation. The findings from this stylized model are summarized in the following Proposition. Proposition 1 Consider an economy with a single type of labor as the sole factor of production, in which labor supply exceeds demand. In such a setting it is optimal for the government to increase both taxes on the employed and benefits for the unemployed, such that workers with a low utility surplus of work voluntarily become unemployed, thereby creating jobs for unemployed individuals that derive more utility from work. This reform increases the efficiency of labor rationing, and improves equity by transferring resources from the employed to the unemployed.



2.3



Graphical representation and discussion of the results



The previous analysis points to a little recognized inefficiency related to involuntary unemployment, originating from heterogeneity of individuals’ disutility of labor participation. Some of the employed are bound to have higher costs of work than some of the unemployed because there is no market mechanism that ensures otherwise. Thanks to the model’s uncomplicated nature, this basic narrative of the paper can readily be illustrated by familiar graphical representation of the labor market. Figure 1 illustrates the additional dead-weight loss created by inefficient rationing in the absence of taxes and transfers. Panel a. shows the extreme case of perfectly efficient rationing in which the dead-weight loss equals the conventional black triangle IV. Producer surplus is given by the light shaded area I. Individuals that succeed in obtaining a job are the ones that have the highest utility surplus of work, represented by the leftmost part on the labor supply curve. Worker surplus is therefore given by the light shaded areas II and III. The opposite extreme is illustrated in panel b. Only the people with the lowest positive utility surplus of working obtain a job, represented by the rightmost part of the labor supply curve as shown in the first graph. As shown in the second graph, worker surplus now equals area III, generating an additional dead-weight loss, equal to area II, over and above the conventional dead-weight loss of area IV. As drawn in this figure, the additional dead-weight loss exceeds the conventional dead-weight loss. 11



b. Very inefficient rationing



a. Efficient rationing
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Figure 1: Deadweight loss for various rationing schedules The intermediate case of uniform rationing, in which every worker has an equal probability of unemployment, such that uc = u¯ for all cL ∈ [0, c∗L ], is illustrated in panel c. Given a linear supply schedule – which implies a uniform distribution of the costs of work – average costs of work now equals wL /2. I can therefore illustrate worker surplus by the light shaded rectangle II, which gives the number of workers multiplied by wL /2. The additional dead-weight loss in this case equals the black area III. As drawn in the figure, the additional dead-weight loss again exceeds the conventional dead-weight loss. Palda (2000) provides some calculations of the size of the two different dead-weight losses based on a simple calibration of the uniform-rationing case. He shows that area III exceeds area IV especially for low levels of rationing. This owes to the fact that the conventional deadweight loss of a marginal increase in unemployment is zero in the absence of rationing, making it a second-order welfare loss. The additional dead-weight loss, due to inefficient rationing, of a marginal increase in unemployment is strictly positive in the absence of rationing and hence represents a first-order welfare loss. Panel d. of Figure 1 summarizes the earlier panels for the case of an a priori unknown rationing schedule. The dark shaded area II gives the potential dead-weight loss of inefficient rationing. For any realistic rationing schedule in between the two extremes
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of efficient and very inefficient rationing, area II will be part worker surplus, part deadweight loss. The proposed policy reform increases taxes for the working population and transfers for the unemployed population as long as involuntary unemployment is prevalent. Both aspects of the policy reform shift the labor supply schedule to the left, and does so until it intersects the labor demand schedule and the wage floor at the same point. At that point, the policy reform effectively brings the economy back to panel a., in which case area II represents a surplus divided between the employed and the unemployed.5 Hence, the policy reform improves equity by transferring resources from workers to the unemployed, and improves efficiency by removing the inefficiency of the rationing schedule. The contrast with the standard analysis in public finance is striking. Without initial involuntary unemployment, the same reform would result in the same labor supply response. However, instead of generating an efficiency gain, this labor supply response would result in an efficiency loss, represented by the familiar dead-weight loss triangle of area IV. In the presence of involuntary unemployment, however, this dead-weight loss is already prevalent and lower labor supply improves, rather than worsens, efficiency. Within the confinement of the model, Proposition 1 implies that government optimally uses its tax instruments to remove any involuntary unemployment. Consequently, a binding minimum wage or other policies raising wages above market-clearing levels are not optimal.6 My findings also shed new light on participation policy. The aims of such policy can be interpreted as increasing the critical level, c∗L , and thus shifting the labor supply curve further to the right. My analysis shows that, if labor markets are rationed, it is optimal to decrease participation. In the best-case scenario of efficient rationing, higher participation leads to no welfare change at all. But in any other scenario, it leads to welfare losses due to more inefficient rationing. Indeed, Cr´epon et al. (2013) and Gautier et al. (2015) have found that active participation policy could lead to significant displacement effects. Hence, the wisdom of participation policy crucially depends on whether the relevant segment of the labor market is rationed or not. If it is, increasing participation will merely lead individuals with a low utility surplus of work to take over jobs of other individuals with a higher utility surplus of work. Finally, it could be argued that the simple framework above is more applicable to times of severe economic downturn than to ‘normal’ times. That is, the restrictive features of the model – a fixed wage floor, no skill margin, the absence of labor-market frictions – are more representative for economic downturns than for economic expansions. In line with 5



One might be led to believe that area II equals the tax revenue of the government and thus constitutes the utility surplus of the unemployed, such that workers’ utility is measured solely by area III. However, the labor supply schedule shifts leftwards not only because of higher taxes, but also because of higher unemployment benefits. Thus, tax revenue is necessarily smaller than area III, and part of this area constitutes workers’ utility. 6 Lee and Saez (2012) find a potential role for minimum-wage induced rationing if there is a clearing high-skilled labor market; I come back to this in the next section.
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this, earlier studies have found that labor rationing is particularly relevant during times of recession (Michaillat, 2012). A cyclical interpretation of the results therefore suggests the optimality of an anticyclical tax wedge on labor supply. After all, as economic downturns lead to labor rationing, the ‘normal’ distortive effects of taxes and unemployment benefits become less relevant. This conclusion is further confirmed in the next section when I consider how the results of Proposition 1 carry over to a setting with both rationing and frictional unemployment.



3



Extensions of the basic model



In the remainder of this paper, I determine the extent to which the above results generalize towards more extended models of the labor market, and how these results compare to previous literature. I first consider a model of mixed rationing in which one (low-skilled) segment of the labor market is characterized by rationing while another (high-skilled) segment clears. I subsequently show how the earlier analysis can be seen as a special case within a search-theoretic framework of rationing and how the presence of frictional unemployment affects the results. Finally, I consider how the above results carry over to an environment in which rationing follows endogenously from trade unions’ monopoly power.



3.1 3.1.1



Mixed rationing Model



In this subsection, I determine to what extent the previous results carry over to a richer framework in which individuals can supply either high- or low-skilled labor as in the extensive-margin labor supply models of Diamond (1980) and Saez (2002). This also connects my findings with recent studies which find that minimum-wage induced rationing might be part of the policy optimum (Lee and Saez, 2012; Gerritsen and Jacobs, 2016). Wages for high-skilled workers flexibly adjust to equate demand and supply on the highskilled segment of the labor market. Wages for low-skilled workers, on the other hand, are fixed at a level above the market-clearing wage rate, which can be thought of as a consequence of minimum wage legislation, a negative productivity shock combined with downward rigid wages, or some other form of institutionalized wage rigidity. As a result, low-skilled labor demand will be insufficient to cover labor supply, causing involuntary unemployment among the low-skilled. A representative, competitive, profit-maximizing firm produces output by employing high-skilled and low-skilled labor as inputs. I assume that production exhibits constant returns to high-skilled labor and decreasing returns to low-skilled labor.7 Consequently, 7



An earlier version of the paper, available on request and online on my home page, considers the case
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the wage rate of high-skilled workers, wH , equals their constant marginal productivity, and firms are willing to hire any amount of high-skilled workers at this wage rate. Lowskilled production is denoted by F (m), with m low-skilled labor demand, F 0 (m) > 0, and F 00 (m) < 0, such that a rigid wage rate wL pegs down low-skilled employment to m ¯ as 0 implied by F (m) ¯ = wL . I assume that high-skilled workers earn more than low-skilled workers: wH > wL . The mass-one continuum of individuals is heterogeneous with respect to a vector that denotes the costs of both high-skilled and low-skilled work c ≡ {cH , cL }. One could think of the costs of high-skilled work to include the educational costs associated with acquiring a higher skill set. Costs of work are distributed according to the joint cumulative distribution function G(c), with joint density g(c) and a compact support C = [0, c¯H ] × [0, c¯L ]. The utility from low-skilled employment for an individual with costs of work c is still given by eq. (1) and his utility from unemployment by eq. (2). Utility from high-skilled employment is given by: (9)



VHc ≡ wH − tH − cH .



With low-skilled rationing, some of the individuals who notionally supply low-skilled labor do not manage to find a job. Unemployment probabilities might differ across individuals with different costs of work, and are denoted by uc ≡ u(cH , cL ). I am again agnostic about the shape of this rationing schedule but do impose Assumption 1. An individual’s expected utility of notionally supplying low-skilled labor is given by: (10)



EVLc ≡ (1 − uc )VLc + uc VU .



An individual becomes high-skilled if his utility of being high-skilled exceeds both his utility of being unemployed and his expected utility of being low-skilled. Thus, the subset of C for which individuals decide to become high-skilled is given by CH = {c ∈ C : max{VHc , EVLc , VU } = VHc }. Similarly, the subset of C for which individuals notionally supply low-skilled labor is given by CL = {c ∈ C : max{VHc , EVLc , VU } = EVLc } and the subset for which individuals decide to be voluntarily unemployed is given by CU = {c ∈ C : max{VHc , EVLc , VU } = VU }. The share of high-skilled workers is given by the size R of the set of high-skilled workers, nH = |CH | = CH dG(c). The number of low-skilled workers is determined by the wage floor and equals nL = m, ¯ and the number of (either voluntarily or involuntarily) unemployed individuals equals nU = 1 − nH − nL . The government’s budget is given by total tax revenue, including a profit tax, net of in which low-skilled and high-skilled workers are imperfect substitutes with technology featuring constant returns to scale, which complicates the analysis somewhat but does not provide additional insights.
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the exogenous revenue requirement: (11)



B ≡ nH tH + nL tL + nU tU + F (nL ) − wL nL − r.



As before, I assume that social preferences are utilitarian, such that social welfare can be written as a simple sum of individuals’ utility: Z (12)



W≡



VHc dG(c)



CH



Z



EVLc dG(c)



+ CL



Z +



VU dG(c). CU



The first integral aggregates the utility of high-skilled workers, the second integral aggregates the utility of all individuals who notionally supply low-skilled labor, and the third integral aggregates the utility of the voluntarily unemployed. Individual utility maximization ensures that social welfare is unaffected by any marginal change in the boundaries of the sets CH , CL , and CU . The reason is that such marginal changes in the boundaries reflect shifts from one occupation to another by individuals who are indifferent between the two occupations. 3.1.2



Implications



How do the policy implications from Proposition 1 carry over to a setting with mixed rationing? To answer this, I once more consider a tax reform that raises one unit of tax revenue from low-skilled workers and redistributes this towards the unemployed: dtL = 1/nL and dtU = −1/nU . Recall that the net social welfare effect of a reform is given by dW + λdB. Taking the derivatives of eqs. (11)–(12) and substituting for the reform yields: Z (13)



dW + λdB = −



(c∗L − cL )duc dG(c) + λ(tH − tU )dnH ,



CL



where I used dnU = −dnH , and where c∗L is given by eq. (3) and denotes the maximum costs of low-skilled work at which an individual would like to supply low-skilled labor. The first right-hand-side term in eq. (13) is identical to eq. (8) and measures the social-welfare gains of reducing the inefficiency of the rationing schedule. If the policy reform reduces low-skilled labor supply and thereby lowers involuntary unemployment rates, then duc ≤ 0 for all c ∈ CL by virtue of Assumption 1. Any unemployed individual who finds a low-skilled job earns additional income equal to c∗L = wL − tL + tU , but also incurs costs of work cL . A sufficient condition for the reform to lower involuntary unemployment rates – as shown in the Appendix – is that it leads to an increase in high-skilled employment: dnH ≥ 0.8 Intuitively, this would imply that the low-skilled 8



R In the Appendix, in order to prove that CL duc dG(c) < 0 if dnH ≥ 0, I make the additional assumption that individuals who are indifferent between high- and low-skilled labor supply face iden-
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tax increase provides incentives for some low-skilled workers to become high-skilled, and for some other low-skilled workers to become voluntarily unemployed. Both effects reduce notional low-skilled labor supply, thereby reducing unemployment rates and the inefficiency of the rationing schedule. The second right-hand-side term in eq. (13) is new and represents the effects of the reform on the government’s budget. The mechanical revenue gain of raising a unit of tax revenue from the low-skilled exactly cancels out against the mechanical revenue loss of providing the unemployed with an additional unit of benefits. However, contrary to the case with a single type of labor, the policy reform might have a behavioral effect on tax revenue if it affects high-skilled labor supply. As long as high-skilled workers pay more taxes than the unemployed (tH > tU ), which is the empirically relevant case, the reform raises tax revenue if it leads to more high-skilled labor supply. Raising taxes on low-skilled workers and benefits for the unemployed improves equity as long as government cares about redistribution towards individuals with low income or utility. Eq. (13) implies that the reform improves efficiency as well as equity if it leads to an increase in high-skilled employment. In the Appendix, I show that the reform’s effect on high-skilled labor supply can be written as:  Z  Z 1 1 dG(c) + uc dG(c) − (1 − uc )dG(c) nL nU CHU CHL Z CHL + (c∗L − cL )duc dG(c).



Z (14)



dnH =



CHL c where CHL ≡ CH ∩ CL = {c ∈ C : VHc = VHL } denotes the shared boundary of the sets CH and CL , and CHU ≡ CH ∩ CU = {c ∈ C : VHc = VU } the shared boundary of the sets CH and CU . Intuitively, CHL represents the skill margin, or the set of individuals that are indifferent between high-skilled and low-skilled labor supply. CHU represents the high-skilled participation margin, or the set of individuals that are indifferent between high-skilled employment and unemployment. Whether dnH is indeed positive depends on three terms, reflecting the reform’s effects on individuals’ incentives to supply high-skilled labor. An increase in the low-skilled income tax by 1/nL incentivizes individuals at the skill margin to become high-skilled workers. This is indicated by the first right-hand-side term of eq. (14). An increase in unemployment benefits by 1/nU lowers high-skilled employment for two reasons. First, higher unemployment benefits cause individuals at the high-skilled participation margin to exit the labor market. Second, higher unemployment benefits increase an individual’s expected utility of low-skilled labor supply as long as his low-skilled unemployment probability uc is positive. Thus, if low-skilled unemployment probabilities are positive at the



tical unemployment rates. This assumption is much stronger than necessary but facilitates the proof considerably.
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skill margin (uc > 0 for some c ∈ CHL ), higher unemployment benefits incentivize highskilled individuals to supply low-skilled labor. These two effects are given by the second right-hand-side term of eq. (14). Finally, if the policy reform reduces the unemployment probabilities for individuals at the skill margin (duc < 0 for some c ∈ CHL ), it incentivizes them to become low-skilled. This is indicated by the third right-hand side term of eq. (14). The following Proposition summarizes the implications. Proposition 2 Consider an economy with high- and low-skilled labor in which low-skilled labor is rationed. A policy reform that raises both taxes on the low-skilled employed and benefits for the unemployed improves equity by redistributing from the employed to the unemployed. It also unambiguously improves efficiency if the reform leaves skilled labor supply unaffected, or, in case the high-skilled pay more taxes than the unemployed, if the reform increases high-skilled labor supply. The reform increases high-skilled labor supply if the high-skilled participation margin is relatively unimportant and if rationing at the skill margin is sufficiently small. 3.1.3



Discussion



In the previous section, I showed that the traditional trade-off between equity and efficiency disappears if the entire labor market is characterized by rationing. Proposition 2 shows that these results carry over to a context with high- and low-skilled labor if the proposed reform (higher low-skilled taxes and unemployment benefits) stimulates highskilled labor supply. Then it improves efficiency both by alleviating the inefficiency of rationing and by expanding the high-skilled tax base. However, the equity–efficiency trade-off could resurface if the reform reduces high-skilled employment, which may happen under one of two conditions: when the high-skilled participation margin is sufficiently important, or when rationing at the skill margin is sufficiently severe. First, the high-skilled participation margin is important when many individuals are indifferent between unemployment and high-skilled employment, i.e., when the set CHU is relatively large. If that is the case, higher unemployment benefits lead to a large reduction in high-skilled participation. This would yield an efficiency loss as the high-skilled tax base declines, thereby reintroducing the equity–efficiency trade-off. This finding echoes earlier results in optimal taxation within clearing labor markets, most notably by Diamond (1980), Saez (2002), and Christiansen (2015). These studies find that it is optimal to redistribute resources from the unemployed to the low-skilled employed if the highskilled participation margin is relatively important. Intuitively, unemployment benefits then impose excessive distortions on high-skilled labor participation. Proposition 2 shows that this intuition carries over to a setting with rationing: while higher unemployment benefits reduce the inefficiency of rationing, they might also reduce the high-skilled tax base. This result also helps explain the findings of Lee and Saez (2012). In their Propo18



sition 3 they show that, if the skill margin is irrelevant and rationing efficient, a binding minimum wage can only be optimal if the policy optimum features redistribution from the unemployed to the low-skilled employed, and thus only if the high-skilled participation margin is sufficiently important. If not, my Proposition 2 shows that it is optimal to remove any minimum-wage induced rationing by raising taxes on the low-skilled and benefits for the unemployed. Second, the equity–efficiency trade-off might resurface when rationing at the skill margin is relatively important, i.e., when unemployment rates for c ∈ CHL are relatively high. When rationing at the skill margin is important, an increase in unemployment benefits might lead some high-skilled workers to switch to low-skilled labor. Moreover, if the reform reduces unemployment probabilities at the skill margin, this might also lead some high-skilled workers to supply low-skilled labor. Both behavioral responses would reduce the high-skilled tax base. This finding echoes Gerritsen and Jacobs (2016), who find a useful role for minimum-wage induced rationing if it keeps high-skilled workers from doing low-skilled work. A number of empirical studies have indeed found that lower involuntary unemployment reduces skill formation (e.g., Card and Lemieux, 2001; Clark, 2011). However, the same studies also find that a lower net remuneration for low-skilled work encourages skill formation. To the best of my knowledge, little is known about the net effect on skill formation of reducing rationing through higher unemployment benefits and taxes on the low-skilled – as I suggest in this paper – and future empirical research will hopefully shed more light on this. Finally, notice that I only considered the case in which the high-skilled labor market clears. Naturally, in times of severe economic downturn, it could well be that highand low-skilled labor markets are both rationed. When this is the case – which could occur with downward rigid wages and diminishing returns to both types of labor – it is straightforward to show that the results of Proposition 1 largely carry over. Rationing then leads to a potentially inefficient allocation of both high- and low-skilled jobs. Raising taxes for all workers and benefits to the unemployed would lower labor participation for both skill types – thereby reducing the inefficiencies associated with both high- and lowskilled rationing.



3.2 3.2.1



Rationing and search frictions Model



In this subsection, I determine how the earlier results carry over to a search-theoretic framework of the labor market that contains both frictional unemployment and rationing, as in Michaillat (2012). The analysis is similar to that of Landais, Michaillat, and Saez (2017a), but I add to their study by considering endogenous labor participation decisions, heterogeneity in costs of work, and a general rationing schedule. I consider a simple static 19



model of search frictions with a single type of labor. The supply side of the labor market is virtually identical to that of Section 2. There is a unit mass of individuals who differ in their costs of work cL . Every individual decides whether to search for a job or not. If an individual does not search for a job, he simply consumes his unemployment benefits −tU and his utility VU is given by eq. (2). If he searches for a job and finds one, he earns net wage income wL − tL and incurs disutility cL , so that his utility VLc is given by eq. (1). However, with probability uc ≡ u(cL ) he fails to find a job and his utility equals VU . I am agnostic about the shape of the rationing schedule uc but impose Assumption 1. The costs of work at which individuals are indifferent between searching or not is denoted by c∗L and given by eq. (3). Anyone with costs of work cL < c∗L searches; anyone with costs of work cL > c∗L does not.9 The number of job searchers is given by: (15)



n = G(c∗L ) = G(wL − tL + tU ).



The demand side of the labor market is characterized by a unit-mass continuum of firms, each of which either posts one vacancy at a cost p or is inactive. The number of vacancy-posting firms, and thus the number of vacancies, is denoted by v. Employment, or the number of matches between vacancies and searchers, is given by m = min{µ(n, v), n, v} with µ(n, v) increasing in both the number of vacancies and job searchers and exhibiting constant returns to scale. In normal times, the numbers of both vacancies and job searchers exceed employment (m = µ(n, v) < n, v). However, in deep recessions it is not inconceivable that the number of job searchers is sufficiently large so that firms are able to fill any of their vacancies, at least within certain low-skilled sectors of the economy, so that m = v. I denote labor-market tightness, or the ratio between vacancies and searchers, by θ ≡ v/n. Firms are homogeneous and therefore face identical probabilities of filling a vacancy, denoted by q(θ) = m/v = min{µ(1/θ, 1), 1/θ, 1}. The aggregate production function is once more given by F (m) with F 0 (m) > 0 and F 00 (m) ≤ 0, and the gross wage rate by wL . Firms enter the labor market up to the point at which the marginal return to labor equals the marginal costs of labor: (16)



F 0 (m) = wL + p/q(θ).



Notice that the costs of labor consist of the wage rate plus the vacancy costs per hired worker p/q(θ). The larger is the probability of filling a vacancy q(θ), the less vacancies are needed to hire an additional worker, and thus the lower are the vacancy costs per . worker. I denote the vacancy costs as a share of total labor costs by γ(θ) ≡ wLp/q(θ) +p/q(θ) It is decreasing in q(θ) and therefore increasing in tightness: γ 0 (θ) > 0. I furthermore Strictly speaking, individuals with costs of work cL > c∗L are indifferent between not participating and searching for a job but rejecting any job they might find. Assuming search costs would ensure that these individuals strictly prefer non participation without affecting any of the results. 9
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denote the elasticity of the production function by α(m) ≡ −mF 00 (m)/F 0 (m) ≥ 0, and the elasticity of the probability to fill a vacancy by η(θ) ≡ −θq 0 (θ)/q(θ) ∈ [0, 1].10 I am mostly interested in the efficiency properties of taxation in the presence of rationing, i.e., when not all job searchers find a job even when vacancy costs are negligible. Michaillat (2012) finds that unemployment due to rationing is far more important than frictional unemployment in explaining high unemployment rates during recessions. He moreover demonstrates that rationing unemployment is obtained when production features decreasing returns to labor (α(m) > 0) and wages are rigid, two assumptions that I adopt here. In equilibrium, the number of employed workers equals the number of matches, and is given by: c∗L



Z (17)



(1 − uc )dG(cL ).



m = θq(θ)n = 0



Government revenue is given by the sum of tax revenue from the employed, the unemployed, and firms’ profits, net of the exogenous revenue requirement: B ≡ mtL + (1 − m)tU − r + F (m) − wm − pm/q(θ) − r,



(18)



where pm/q(θ) = pv denotes total vacancy costs. Social welfare is still given by eq. (6) and repeated here for convenience: Z (19)



W≡



c∗L











Z



c¯L



(1 − uc )(w − tL − cL ) + uc (−tU ) dG(cL ) +



(−tU )dG(cL ). c∗L



0



Utility maximization, as represented by eq. (3), implies that social welfare is unaffected by marginal changes in c∗L . 3.2.2



Implications



I again consider a reform that raises taxes on the employed by dtL = 1/m and benefits for the unemployed by dtU = 1/(1 − m). The first thing to note from eq. (15) is that the reform unambiguously reduces labor participation: dn = −(1/m + 1/(1 − m))g(c∗L ) < 0. In the model without search frictions, the number of jobs remains fixed as they are distributed among the remaining participants. This does not necessarily hold when there are search frictions. Indeed, I show in the Appendix that the employment response to a 10



To see that η(θ) ∈ [0, 1], first recall that q(θ) = m/v = m(1/θ, 1) with some slight abuse of notation, where the second equation follows from constant returns to scale of the matching function. Taking the derivative and suppressing function arguments yields −θq 0 /q = nmn /m. Constant returns to scale of the matching function further implies that nmn /m + vmv /m = 1 and thus that −θq 0 /q ∈ [0, 1].
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drop in labor-market participation can be written as: (20)



χ≡



η(θ)γ(θ) dm/m = ∈ [0, 1], dn/n (1 − η(θ))α(m) + η(θ)γ(θ)



which follows from the derivatives of eqs. (16) and (17). Thus, for every percent reduction in participation, employment declines by χ percent. Intuitively, a lower number of job searchers mechanically reduces the number of matches. This in turn has two opposing effects on vacancy creation. First, concavity of the production function (α(m) > 0) implies that the marginal productivity of labor increases. As a result, the drop in laborforce participation raises firms’ incentives to post additional vacancies. Second, a lower number of job searchers increases tightness on the labor market, thereby reducing firms’ probability of filling their vacancies (if η(θ) > 0). As a result, the drop in labor-force participation reduces firms’ incentives to post additional vacancies. Thus, concavity of the production function causes employment to be less responsive to changes in participation; the existence of labor-market frictions causes employment to be more responsive to changes in participation. Three special cases are worth mentioning. As shown by Michaillat (2012), rationing cannot exist with a linear production technology. In that case, firms are willing to hire anyone who wants to work if only there were no frictions in the labor market. As can be seen from eq. (16), a linear production technology implies that market tightness (θ ≡ v/n) is constant, so that the number of vacancies (v) and therefore the number of matches (m) move proportionally to labor participation (n). This is confirmed by eq. (20) which shows that χ = 1 if α(m) = 0. Thus, in the absence of rationing, any reduction in labor participation leads to a proportional reduction in employment. The second special case is when unemployment is so severe, and vacancies so scarce, that m = min{µ(n, v), n, v} = v. In that case, the probability of filling a vacancy is irresponsive to tightness (η(θ) = 0), and eq. (16) implies that firms post vacancies to keep employment constant. As a result, eq. (20) shows that χ = 0 if η(θ) = 0. Finally, even if not all vacancies are filled, but if the costs of vacancies are negligible compared to total labor costs, firms adjust the number of vacancies to keep employment constant. That is, χ = 0 if γ(θ) = 0. The last two special cases effectively revert the analysis back to the one of Section 2. More generally, for given positive values of the elasticities of the production function and the vacancy filling probability (α(m) = α > 0 and η(θ) = η > 0), eq. (20) implies that the employment response to reduced participation is relatively muted during spells of high unemployment. To see this, notice that χ is increasing with relative vacancy costs γ(θ), which is itself low during times of high unemployment. Intuitively, high unemployment implies a relatively slack labor market, which makes it relatively easy for firms to fill their vacancies. As a result, labor-market frictions are less relevant for firms’ 22



hiring decisions, so that firms are more inclined to increase the number of vacancies in response to a reduction in labor force participation. So how does the presence of frictional unemployment affect the proposed reform’s effect on the rationing schedule? Taking the derivative of eq. (17), and substituting for eq. (20), yields: Z



c∗L







duc dG(cL ) = (1 −



(21)



u∗c )



 − (1 − u¯)χ dn,



0



where u∗c ≡ u(c∗L ) is the unemployment probability for individuals at the participation margin and 1 − u¯ ≡ m/n is the average employment rate. Recall that dn < 0 so that the first right-hand-side term in eq. (21) represents the number of individuals that stop working in response to the reform. The higher the employment rate at the participation margin, the more individuals stop working for a given reduction in labor participation. The second right-hand-side term in eq. (21) represents the decline in the total number of job matches in response to a reduction in labor participation. The higher the average employment rate and the higher the elasticity of employment with respect to participation, the more people lose their jobs in response to the reform. Unemployment rates decline if and only if the number of individuals who voluntarily stop working exceeds the reduction in the number of jobs. In the absence of rationing (χ = 1) this requires that the employment rate at the participation margin exceeds the average employment rate. When frictions are irrelevant (χ goes to 0), the reduction in unemployment corresponds to eq. (7) in the previous section. The proposed reform only reduces the inefficiency of the rationing schedule if the right-hand side of eq. (21) is negative, which requires χ to be sufficiently small. To obtain the net social-welfare effect of the proposed reform, I take the derivatives of eqs. (18) and (19). In the Appendix, this is shown to yield the following expression: Z (22)



dW + λdB = − 0



c∗L



(c∗L − cL )duc dG(cL )   + tL − tU + (w + p/q(θ))α(m) (1 − u¯)χdn.



The first right-hand-side term of eq. (22) is familiar from the previous section, and represents the welfare gains from reducing the inefficiency of the rationing schedule. It is positive if unemployment probabilities decline in response to the reform, which, from eq. (21), requires χ to be sufficiently small. The second right-hand-side term of eq. (22) represents the conventional distortive costs of taxing participation and is negative as long as workers pay more taxes than the unemployed (tL > tU ) and employment is responsive to participation (χ > 0). As the reform reduces participation by dn < 0, it reduces employment by (1 − u¯)χdn. Any decline in employment leads to a reduction
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in tax revenue from individuals, provided that tL > tU , and from firms, whose profits decline due to an increase in labor market tightness. Eq. (22) implies that the efficiency gains of the reform are larger when the employment response χ is small. The following Proposition summarizes the implications. Proposition 3 In the presence of both frictional unemployment and rationing, raising taxes on the employed and benefits for the unemployed might reduce the inefficiency of labor rationing as workers with high costs of work exit the labor market. However, there is a partially offsetting reduction in employment that limits the improvement in the rationing schedule and causes tax-base erosion. The reform is more efficient if the employment response is relatively small, which occurs when the probability of filling a vacancy is less responsive to the number of job searchers, or when recruitment costs are a relatively small share of total labor costs. The latter is the case when the labor market is relatively slack with high unemployment. 3.2.3



Discussion



This subsection establishes that raising taxes on the employed and benefits for the unemployed improves both equity and efficiency in the special cases when firms’ probabilities to fill a vacancy are on the margin unaffected by additional labor participation, or when recruitment costs represent a negligible share of firms’ total labor costs. While this might be a reasonable description for severe recessions, especially when it regards segments of the labor market that are in steep decline, in the more general case a reform that lowers labor participation might reduce employment despite the existence of rationing. Even though the loss in employment is less than proportional to the reduction in labor participation, it leads to offsetting efficiency losses due to tax-base erosion and shrinking profits, and might even lead to an increase in unemployment probabilities and thereby worsen the inefficiency of the rationing schedule. The existence of frictional unemployment brings a degree of nuance to the stark results of Proposition 1. As long as frictional unemployment is relevant, one cannot unequivocally state that the proposed reform enhances efficiency. However, Proposition 3 does demonstrate that raising taxes on the employed and benefits for the unemployed is more efficient in a labor market that is characterized by high unemployment. High unemployment improves the likelihood that firms can fill their vacancies and therefore reduces relative vacancy costs (i.e., γ 0 (θ) > 0). As a result, frictional unemployment is less relevant, muting the employment response to a decline in labor participation. Thus, in line with previous sections, Proposition 3 establishes that taxes on labor and benefits for the unemployed should be increasing with unemployment. This is also in line with Landais, Michaillat, and Saez (2017b), who find that unemployment insurance should be anticyclical as it is less distortive when unemployment is high. 24



3.3



Endogenous union-set wages



So far, I assumed that involuntary unemployment was the result of an exogenous wage floor that exceeds the market-clearing wage. This explanation might have some merit, especially when considering unemployment over a relatively short time horizon. For example, the duration of union contracts tends to run from one to three years (Taylor, 1983; Krusell and Rudanko, 2016), which suggests that union wages might be taken as exogenously given over a relatively short period of time. Over a longer time horizon, however, one might argue that some wage floors are endogenously determined by specific agents such as trade unions. If such agent cares about workers’ net wages, which is presumably the reason why it sets a wage floor, a policy reform that raises unskilled labor taxes might induce it to increase the wage floor. As a result, the policy reform might reduce rationed labor demand as well as rationed labor supply, leading to an erosion of the tax base and causing the equity-efficiency trade-off to resurface. I show below that a higher level of labor taxes is indeed likely to raise wage demands of a union that cares about both net wages and employment. However, if government commits to raising taxes in response to an increase in involuntary unemployment, it directly incentivizes the union to moderate its wage demands. As the focus of the paper is on rigid wage floors, I only illustrate this finding in a highly reduced-form manner and leave a fuller treatment of optimal taxation with unions and inefficient rationing for future research. See, for example, Hummel and Jacobs (2016) for a recent treatment of the subject. As is commonly observed (e.g., Booth, 1995), I assume that the goal function of the union depends positively on (low-skilled) net wages and employment, according to: (23)



Π ≡ Π(wL − tL , nL ),



ΠwL −tL , ΠnL , ΠwL −tL ,nL > 0, ΠwL −tL ,wL −tL ΠnL ,nL < 0,



where subscripts denote partial derivatives with respect to net wages and employment. The union maximizes this function, subject to firm behavior which determines employment, nL , and government behavior which determines the tax rate, tL . For simplicity, I assume that the production function implies a constant elasticity of labor demand dnL /nL > 0. First suppose that tL is exogenously set by the government and thus  ≡ − dw L /wL independent of the level of unemployment. The labor union then sets wages according to: (24)



ΠwL −tL (wL − tL , nL ) wL = . ΠnL (wL − tL , nL ) nL



As long as the left-hand side of eq. (24) exceeds , the union raises wage demands as the marginal gains from higher net wages outweigh the marginal employment costs. For 25



equation (24) to represent an equilibrium wage rate, I need to assume that the left-hand side is declining with the gross wage rate. This holds true if the complementarity between net wages and employment in the union’s goal function is sufficiently strong.11 Equation (24) implies that gross wage demands increase in response to an income tax increase. The direct effect of a tax increase is to raise the union’s marginal rate of substitution of net wages for employment, Πw−tL (wL − tL , nL )/ΠnL (wL − tL , nL ), raising the left-hand side of equation (24) above . Consequently, the union raises the gross wage rate until equilibrium is restored. It would be wrong, however, to interpret this as discrediting the results in Propositions 1–3. After all, there I argued that income taxation should not be set exogenously but be determined by and depend positively on unemployment. That is, income taxation should be endogenous with respect to the union’s decisions that affect the degree of unemployment. Losing the assumption of an exogenously set labor tax, the union-set equilibrium wage rate can now be seen to equal: (25)



ΠwL −tL wL ΠnL nL



  dtL 1− = . dwL



Notice that the only difference with equation (24) is the additional term (1−dtL /dwL ) on the left-hand side. This term implies that government can directly influence the union’s marginal gains of increasing its wage demands. Regardless of the level of taxation, if taxes depend positively on unemployment, dtL /dwL > 0, the union’s gains from raising wages is diminished since only part of a gross wage increase is translated into a net wage increase. Thus, in the presence of an endogenously set wage floor, government can directly influence this wage floor by making taxes dependent on unemployment. According to the logic of the previous section, government should make taxes depend positively on unemployment in order to reduce inefficient rationing.12



4



Concluding remarks



My analysis of rationed labor markets stresses an inefficiency that has received little attention in earlier literature. With too few jobs for too many potential workers, the market mechanism does not necessarily allocate these jobs to the people that derive most 11



The second-order condition requires that



ΠwL −tL wL ΠnL nL



is decreasing in the wage rate wL . As long as Π



L labor taxes are nonnegative, a sufficient condition for this is that wΠLn−tL wLn−t is decreasing in wL , L L which implies that the union’s elasticity of substitution of net wages for employment at the equilibrium is smaller than one. 12 Even if taxes are invariant to unemployment, a similar result would obtain if I allow government to set marginal tax rates as well as income-specific lump-sum taxes. A positive marginal income tax discourages trade unions from raising wage demands as higher wages lead to higher tax burdens. See also earlier literature that discusses how the progressivity of the tax system affects unions’ wage-setting behavior (e.g., Hersoug, 1984; Lockwood and Manning, 1993; Bovenberg and van der Ploeg, 1994; Koskelen and Vilmunen, 1996; Fuest and Huber, 1997, 2000; Sørensen, 1999; Aronsson and Sj¨ogren, 2004).
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utility from them. As a result, it might be optimal for the government to raise taxes on the employed and benefits for the unemployed. This incentivizes individuals who derive least utility from work to exit the labor market, freeing up jobs for individuals who value them more. Proposition 1 establishes that such a tax reform could enhance efficiency as well as equity. This stands in stark contrast to the conventional publicfinance wisdom that redistributing from the employed to the unemployed comes with an efficiency cost due to tax-base erosion. The remainder of the paper shows to what extent this result carries over to a number of different labor-market contexts. Proposition 2 establishes that the reform enhances both equity and efficiency if it leads to more highskilled employment, but that the equity–efficiency trade-off might resurface if it reduces high-skilled employment. Proposition 3 shows that results are especially relevant when it concerns rationing during severe economic downturns – when employment responses due to market frictions are relatively muted. This paper raises a number of empirical questions that need to be answered to further our understanding of optimal tax policy in rationed labor markets. First of all, it is important to obtain a better understanding of the extent to which aggregate employment responds to changes in labor participation. While recent studies indicate that additional labor supply by some might reduce employment opportunities for others (Cr´epon et al., 2013; Gautier et al., 2015; Lalive, Landais, and Zweim¨ uller, 2015; Marinescu, 2017), more research is needed to determine the conditions under which such displacement is or is not an important factor. A second important question concerns the magnitude of the social-welfare losses associated with inefficient rationing. Because rationing is involuntary by nature, one cannot rely on revealed preferences to determine how much a rationed individual would value a job. As a result, one might need to resort to alternative measures of welfare to determine the welfare losses associated with inefficient rationing. While recent studies show that involuntary retirement adversely affect subjective wellbeing (Bonsang and Klein, 2012; Hetschko, Knabe, and Sch¨ob, 2013), more research is needed on the effects of voluntary versus involuntary unemployment.
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A



Appendix



A.1



Mixed rationing



I first determine the sets CH , CL , and CU . Recall from eq. (3) that the costs of lowskilled work that equate utility of low-skilled employment and unemployment is given by c∗L = wL − tL + tU . In a similar vein, I define the costs of high-skilled work for which an individual is indifferent between high-skilled employment and unemployment as c∗H : VHc = VU . Substituting for eqs. (2) and (9) yields c∗H = wH − tH + tU . The costs of high-skilled work that equates utility of high-skilled employment and expected utility of low-skilled employment is defined as c∗HL : VHc = EVLc . I assume that c∗HL is unique for any value of cL so that I can write it as a function c∗HL (cL ). Substituting for eqs. (9) and (10) yields c∗HL (cL ) = c∗H − (1 − uc )(c∗L − cL ). Figure 2 provides a graphical illustration of the equilibrium sets CH , CL , and CU . For future reference, notice that the derivatives of the critical values (for given wages and high-skilled taxes) are given by: (26)



dc∗H = dtU ,



(27)



dc∗L = −(dtL − dtU ), dc∗HL (cL ) = (1 − uc )dtL + uc dtU + (c∗L − cL )duc .



(28)



Notice that I can write: Z (29)



c∗L



Z



nH =



Z



c∗HL (cL )



dG(c) = CH



Z



c¯L



c∗H



Z



g(c)dcH dcL + 0



g(c)dcH dcL . c∗L



0



0



Thus, the set of high-skilled individuals is given by those who prefer low-skilled employment over unemployment (cL < c∗L ) and high-skilled employment over low-skilled employment (cH < c∗HL (cL )), as given by the first right-hand-side term, plus those who prefer unemployment over low-skilled employment (cL > c∗L ) and high-skilled employment over unemployment (cH < c∗H ), as given by the second right-hand-side term. Using Leibniz’s rule for differentiating integrals yields: Z (30)



c∗L



Z



c∗HL (cL )



dnH = 0



Z = CHL



c∗HL (cL )



dc∗HL (cL )g(c)dcH dcL



dc∗HL (cL )dG(c)



Z



Z



c¯L



Z



c∗H



+ c∗L



c∗H



dc∗H g(c)dcH dcL



dc∗H dG(c),



+ CHU



where I used c∗HL (c∗L ) = c∗H in the first equation, and the definitions of CHL ≡ CH ∩ CL and CHU ≡ CH ∩ CU in the second equation, i.e., CHi gives the shared boundary of the sets CH and Ci . Substituting for eqs. (26) and (28), and the reform dtL = 1/nL and
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𝑐𝑐𝐻𝐻 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿



𝑐𝑐𝐻𝐻∗



𝐶𝐶𝑈𝑈



𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻



∗ (𝑐𝑐𝐿𝐿 ) 𝑐𝑐𝐻𝐻𝐿𝐿



𝑐𝑐𝐿𝐿



𝑐𝑐𝐿𝐿∗



0



Figure 2: Graphical illustration of an equilibrium



dtU = −1/nU , yields: 



Z (31)



dnH = CHL



 Z 1 1 1 ∗ (1 − uc ) − uc + (cL − cL )duc dG(c) − dG(c). nL nU CHU nU



Rearranging yields eq. (14). To establish that the reform reduces unemployment probabilities when dnH > 0 – thereby improving the efficiency of the rationing schedule – notice that we can write: Z (32)



c∗L



Z



Z



c¯H



(1 − uc )dG(c) =



nL =



(1 − uc )g(cH , cL )dcH dcL = m. ¯



CL



c∗HL (cL )



0



In words, the set of low-skilled workers is given by those individuals who prefer lowskilled employment over both unemployment (cL < c∗L ) and high-skilled employment (cH > c∗HL (cL )), and are not rationed out of the labor market (hence the 1 − uc within the integrals). Taking the derivative yields: Z (33)



dnL = −



Z



c∗L



Z



c¯H



(1 − uc )dc∗L g(cH , cL )dcH dcL



duc dG(c) + CL



Z



c∗L c∗L



Z



c∗HL (c∗L ) c∗HL (cL )



− 0



c∗HL (cL )



(1 − uc )dc∗HL (cL )g(cH , cL )dcH dcL = 0,



where the last equality follows from dm ¯ = 0. I impose one more assumption on the rationing schedule that is not strictly necessary but simplifies the analysis. I assume that
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the unemployment rates for individuals who are indifferent between high- and low-skilled unemployment are identical, such that u(c∗HL (cL ), cL ) = u∗HL . Using the definitions of CLU ≡ CL ∩ CU and CHL ≡ CH ∩ CL , and substituting for eqs. (27)–(28) and the reform dtL = 1/nL and dtU = −1/nU , then allow me to write: Z







Z duc dG(c) = −



(34) CL



(1 − uc ) CLU



1 1 + nL nU







dG(c) Z ∗ − (1 − uHL )



dc∗HL (cL )dG(c),



CHL



Notice that the left-hand side gives the change in involuntary unemployment probabilities. The efficiency of the rationing schedule improves if this change is negative. Notice that the first right-hand-side term is indeed negative. It measures the change in involuntary unemployment as some low-skilled workers decide to become voluntarily unemployed. The second right-hand-side term measures the change in involuntary unemployment as some low-skilled workers decide to become high-skilled employed. Thus, to prove that R duc dG(c) < 0 if dnH > 0, it is sufficient to prove that the second right-hand-side CL term in eq. (34) is negative if dnH > 0. Notice from eq. (31) that dnH > 0 implies that: Z (35)



dc∗HL (cL )dG(c)



CHL



  1 1 ∗ − uc + (cL − cL )duc dG(c) > 0. = (1 − uc ) nL nU CHL Z



This implies that the second term in eq. (34) is indeed negative so that if dnH > 0.



A.2



Rationing and search frictions



To derive eq. (20), first take the derivative of eq. (16) to obtain:  (36)



wL + p/q(θ) p/q(θ)







mF 00 (m) F 0 (m)







dm =− m







θq 0 (θ) q(θ)







dθ , θ



and the derivative of eq. (17) to obtain:   dm dn θq 0 (θ) dθ = + 1+ . m n q(θ) θ



(37)



Substituting out dθ and rearranging yields:  (38)



dm  =  m 1+



θq 0 (θ) p/q(θ) q(θ) wL +p/q(θ) θq 0 (θ) q(θ)







mF 0 (m) F 00 (m)
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+



θq 0 (θ)



p/q(θ) q(θ) wL +p/q(θ)



  dn n



R CL



duc dG(c) < 0



Substituting for the definitions α(m) ≡ −mF 00 (m)/F 0 (m), η(θ) ≡ −θq 0 (θ)/q(θ), and γ(θ) ≡ wLp/q(θ) yields eq. (20). +p/q(θ) To derive eq. (22), notice that the derivative of eq. (19) yields: Z (39)



dW = −



c∗L



(c∗L − cL )duc dG(cL ),



0



where I used c∗L = wL − tL + tU and the fact that social welfare is unaffected by marginal changes in c∗L due to individuals’ utility maximization. Furthermore, taking the derivative of eq. (18) yields:  (40)



dB = (tL − tU )dm + pv



θq 0 (θ) q(θ)







dθ , θ



where I substituted for dtL = 1/m and dtU = 1/(1 − m), and used eq. (16). Further substituting for dθ from eq. (36) yields:  (41)



dB = (tL − tU )dm − (wL + p/q(θ))



mF 00 (m) F 0 (m)



 dm.



Substituting for α(m) ≡ −mF 00 (m)/F 0 (m) and dm = mχdn/n = (1 − u¯)χdn, and combining eqs. (39) and (41), yields eq. (22).
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